
 

NASA sees Wilfred degenerate into a trough
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Former Tropical Storm Wilfred weakened in the Central Atlantic Ocean
and NASA-NOAA's Suomi NPP satellite provided a visible image after
the storm became a trough or elongated area of low pressure.

On Sunday, Sept. 20 at 11 p.m. EDT, NOAA's National Hurricane
Center issued their final advisory on Wilfred. Wilfred degenerated into a
trough of low or elongated areas of low pressure. At that time, the
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remnants of Wilfred were located near latitude 15.9 degrees north
latitude and longitude 47.4 degrees west. The remnants were moving
toward the west near 17 mph (28 kph), and this general motion should
continue during the next day or two.

Maximum sustained winds were near 35 mph (55 kph) and forecasters
expect winds to continue decreasing over the next couple of days.

Northwesterly vertical wind shear continued to take a toll on Wilfred.
Infrared satellite imagery along with scatterometer (wind) data indicated
that Wilfred's low-level circulation had become an open trough of low
pressure. Therefore, Wilfred was no longer a tropical cyclone.

On Sept. 20, the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS)
instrument aboard NASA-NOAA's Suomi NPP satellite captured a 
visible image of Wilfred as it opened up into an elongated area of low 
pressure in the Central North Atlantic Ocean. The remaining
thunderstorm development appeared to have a linear shape. Those
storms appear to be the result of the system interacting with an upper-
level trough located to its northwest.

The trough should continue to move westward at a slightly slower
forward speed until it weakens and dissipates within a few days.

NASA Researches Tropical Cyclones

Hurricanes/tropical cyclones are the most powerful weather events on
Earth. NASA's expertise in space and scientific exploration contributes
to essential services provided to the American people by other federal
agencies, such as hurricane weather forecasting.

For more than five decades, NASA has used the vantage point of space
to understand and explore our home planet, improve lives and safeguard
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our future. NASA brings together technology, science, and unique global
Earth observations to provide societal benefits and strengthen our nation.
Advancing knowledge of our home planet contributes directly to
America's leadership in space and scientific exploration.

Provided by NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center
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